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Abstra t

We introdu e methods that adapt the metri of the data
spa e to re e t relevan e, as indi ated by auxiliary data
asso iated with the primary data samples. The derived
metri is espe ially useful in des riptive data analysis
by unsupervised methods su h as the Self-Organizing
Maps. In this work we use the new metri to rene SOM-based analyses of the fa tors a e ting the
bankrupt y risk of ompanies.
1 Introdu tion

The goal of this work is to develop methods for datadriven sear h of statisti al dependen ies in data. The
so- alled unsupervised learning methods su h as lustering, density estimation, and visualization methods
are useful for exploring data sets without expli it prior
hypotheses. It is hoped that the resulting summaries
and des riptions of the properties of the data help make
new dis overies in an intera tive, iteratively re ned
pro ess.
The problem with unsupervised learning is that not
all statisti al properties in the data set are interesting.
There is noise, and not even all the \true" dependenies are relevant or interesting to the analyst. In pattern dis overy it is well known that many dis overed
patterns are trivial or not interesting. In lustering the
distin tions between lusters may be made over irrelevant features. Things get worse when the sample size
and dimensionality in rease|indeed, the urrent hallenge for the exploration methods lies in the massive
amounts of ele troni ally available data.
By ontrast, in supervised methods the well-de ned
goal, be it the minimization of lassi ation error or
predi tion error or something else, impli itly determines whi h aspe ts of the data are interesting. Many
supervised methods are universal approximators: with
in reasing model omplexity, they an asymptoti ally

approximate any fun tion from the inputs to the desired outputs. Hen e the methods are invariant to a
general lass of data transformations and hen e robust
with respe t to the representation of data.
In this work the novel insight is to utilize, in unsupervised learning, the knowledge that impli itly exists in
signals that are traditionally used in supervised learning. In our ase study we use the future bankrupt y
state of ompanies as a guiding signal to explore nanial statements. Unlike in supervised learning, however, the goal is to make data-driven dis overies from
the statisti al properties of the data given the supervision, i.e., after the supervising signal has been utilized.
Te hni ally, the goal is to automati ally learn metri s
whi h measure distan es along important or relevant
dire tions pointed out by the supervisory signal, and
to use the metri s in unsupervised learning.
Metri s have been derived from probabilisti models
but without the supervisory signal (see e.g. [1, 2℄). In
addition, numerous methods exist for transforming the
data for improved lassi ation or predi tion a ura y.
To our knowledge the prin iple and our solution [3℄ to
arry out unsupervised learning in a \supervised" metri is new. Below we demonstrate its use with the SelfOrganizing Maps, in the analysis of the bankrupt y risk
of ompanies.

2 The Learning Metri

We aim at nding interesting or relevant features of the
primary data x 2 X  Rn , samples of a ve tor-valued
random variable X . Samples , or auxiliary data, of an
asso iated random variable are also available, and it is
assumed that a hange in the onditional distribution
p( jx) signi es an interesting hange in x.
We will represent the relevan e of a variation in x as
a distan e. Together su h distan es onstitute a metri . A metri has the advantage of being a rather gen-

eral des ription of the relationships of x, and even a
non-Eu lidean metri an be readily in orporated into
many unsupervised methods. Below we will rst introdu e a suitable metri as a mathemati al, di erentialgeometri (see e.g. [4℄) onstru tion. The motivation
for why pre isely that kind of a metri is parti ularly
useful for data analysis, and its relationship to alternative approa hes will be presented at the end of the
se tion.
Assume tentatively that the original Eu lidean metri of the spa e X is arbitrarily hosen and hen e irrelevant. The proximity relations of x or, disregarding possible singularities, the topology are important,
however. Then all metri s obtained by lo al res alings
of the original Eu lidean metri retain the important
stru ture of X. Su h metri s are of the form
d2L (x; x + dx)

= dxT J(x)dx ;

(1)

where J(x) is a positive semide nite matrix depending
on x. Although not ne essary for the appli ation in
this paper, global distan es are de ned as minimal path
integrals; this gives a Riemannian metri [4℄. Note that
the usual Eu lidean metri an be expressed lo ally by
d2 (x; x + dx) = dxT Idx, where I is the identity matrix.
Thus the two metri s span the same topology if J(x) is
non-singular. (d and dL would then be alled equivalent
metri s. In pra ti e J may be singular; then the hange
of the metri is proje tive.)
Let us then return to our original goal: measurement of
relevant di eren es. It was assumed that di eren es in
the distribution p( jx) signify relevant hanges. Su h
di eren es an be measured by the Kullba k-Leibler
divergen es, and a proof by Kullba k [5℄ implies that
for nearby points x and x + dx the divergen e an be
omputed in the form of (1), assuming the densities
p( jx) are di erentiable with respe t to x.
This makes it possible to lo ally measure the interestingness (signi ed by hanges in p( jx)) while preserving the proximities in the X spa e: we plug in a J
su h that the dL lo ally agree with the Kullba k-Leibler
distan es omputed from the onditional probabilities
p( jx). The right form for J(x) is
J(x)

= Ep( jx)

(


x

log p(

jx)




x

log p(

jx)

T )

;

(2)
where the operator Ep( jx) denotes expe tation over
the onditional distribution p( jx). The J is essentially a Fisher information matrix, and distan es obtained from the matrix are alled (Fisher) information
distan es or (Fisher) information metri s in the infor-

mation geometry literature (see, e.g., [4℄). Traditionally the arguments of the Fisher information matrix
are parameters of generative probabilisti models, and
the metri measures distan es in the model spa e. Our
new ontribution is to use the x in the role of the parameters to obtain a metri in the data spa e. In the
generated metri the onditional density p( jx) hanges
evenly in all dire tions and at all points x of the data
spa e. The metri an also be shown to be invariant to
a large lass of smooth transformations of the spa e X,
alled di eomorphisms.
Above, the probabilities p( jx) have been assumed
known. The derivation of the metri from the p( jx) is
not a e ted by the original Eu lidean stru ture over X,
but in many appli ations the p( jx) are unknown and
an estimate p^( jx) has to be used instead. The estimators ne essarily depend somewhat on the Eu lidean
stru ture and hen e in pra ti e the metri dL is only
asymptoti ally invariant to the original metri stru ture of X.
Note that distan es ould in prin iple be measured dire tly as the Kullba k-Leibler divergen e
D(p( jx)jjp( jy)) between any two points x and y. The
de nition would not yield a metri , however, be ause
the divergen es are asymmetri al and the triangle equation does not hold. It would also ompletely ignore
the stru ture of the X-spa e, and that is not desirable for two reasons: (1) In data analysis appli ations
we often wish to interpret the ndings in terms of the
original data variables whi h is harder if the topology
has been hanged; (2) When estimating the densities
p( jx) from a nite data set the generalization over
the data spa e x needs be based on some topology (or
metri ). Usually it is based on the topology of the Xspa e, whi h would be in onsistent with the proximity
relationships indu ed by the dire t Kullba k-Leibler divergen e D(p( jx)jjp( jy)).
Note that the ommon feature extra tion or data transformation methods hange the metri as well. If they
are di eomorphisms then our metri is in prin iple invariant to them. They may, however, hange the topology as well. Our metri an, of ourse, be applied after
the transformation, whi h is bene ial if the hange of
the topology is.
Below, we assume that only data pairs f(
auxiliary and primary data are available.
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3 Self-Organizing Maps in Learning Metri s

Below we des ribe how learning metri s an be used
with the Self-Organizing Map (SOM) [6℄, a method
widely used in data analysis and visualization. A SOM
onsists of a grid of NSOM units, and a model ve tor
mi is asso iated to ea h unit i. After the SOM has been
omputed the model ve tors follow the input data in
an ordered fashion: model ve tors of lose-by units on
the latti e remain lose-by in the input spa e.
3.1 SOM algorithm

The SOM algorithm iterates two steps: winner sele tion and adaptation. At ea h iteration t, the index of
the winning unit w losest to the urrent input sample
x(t) is rst sought by
w(x(t))

= arg min d2 (x(t); mi (t)) ;

(3)

i

where d is a distan e fun tion, ommonly Eu lidean.
Then the model ve tors are adapted a ording to
mi (t + 1)

= mi (t)


1
d2 (x(t); mi (t)) : (4)
h (t)
2 wi  mi

If d is the Eu lidean distan e, the adaptation be omes
mi (t + 1)

= mi (t) + hwi (t)(x(t)

mi (t)) :

(5)

Here hwi (t) is the neighbourhood fun tion, a de reasing
fun tion of the distan e between units w and i on the
map latti e. Both the height and width of hwi (t) are
de reased gradually as the iteration progresses [6℄.
In learning metri s, both steps must be modi ed. The
winner is sele ted by the new distan es i.e. d in (3)
be omes repla ed by dL whi h is in prin iple de ned
as the minimal path integral. In pra ti e we simplify
the omputation by relying on the lo al approximation;
the winner sele tion then be omes
w(x(t))

= arg min(mi (t)
i

x(t)) J(x(t))(mi (t)
T

x(t)) ;

(6)
where (1) has been used to approximate the metri
lo ally around x(t). The approximation is likely to be
a urate for model ve tors lose to x (by their true
distan es dL ). We assume it to be a urate enough to
keep the sele tion of the winning unit orre t most of
the time, but experimental results are of ourse needed
for nal on lusion. The ase study in Se tion 4 is
favourable.
In the adaptation step, ea h model ve tor mi (t) is updated in the dire tion where the distan e to x(t) dereases most rapidly. In the Eu lidean metri the dire tion is that of the negative gradient, 2(mi (t) x(t)),

but in the more general Riemannian metri the dire tion is oposite to the natural gradient [7℄
J(x)

1



 mi (t)

d2L (x; mi (t)) :

(7)

Using again the lo al approximation this be omes
J(x)

1

2J(x)(mi (t)

x)

= 2(mi (t)

x) ;

(8)

whi h is just the gradient of the Eu lidean metri . Thus
the model ve tors will be adapted with the familiar rule
(5).
3.2 Probability Estimation

The winner sele tion (6) depends on J(x), i.e. on the
auxiliary probabilities p( jx) and their gradients. In
pra ti e these must be estimated from the data. In
this paper we use two lassi al estimates: Parzen kernels and a version of Gaussian mixtures alled Mixture
Dis riminant Analysis 2 (MDA2) [8, 9℄. Both estimate
the joint probabilities p( ; x) with a similar parametri
form, from whi h p( jx) are obtained by the Bayes rule.
Consider a generative mixture where the pair (x; ) is
generated by a omponent hosen by the probabilities
fj gj , j = 1; : : : ; NU . The j th omponent generates
x from a density bj (x;  j ), parametrized by  j , and
from a multinomial distribution fji gi , i = 1; : : : ; NC .
The onditional estimates p^( jx) are then obtained
from the Bayes rule:
p^(

i

jx) =

P
j
P

j ji bj (x;  j )
j

j bj (x;  j )

(9)

:

Here bj are hosen to be Gaussian with a ommon ovarian e  2 I. For MDA2, the parameters j , j (lo ations of the Gaussians), and ji are estimated with the
EM algorithm. In the Parzen kernel estimate, there is
a kernel bj for ea h data sample xj . Thus  j = xj ,
j = 1=NU , and ji = 1 for the value of i orresponding to the data sample j , and zero otherwise. It an
be shown that for these models, the lo al distan es (1)
be ome
 4 d2 (x; x + dx)
Ep^( jx)

n

=

dxT Ep(uj jx;
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(10)
where p(uj jx;  j ) is the probability that the j th mixture omponent generated the input sample given x
and the parameters, and p(uj jx; i ; j ) is the probability with the auxiliary value i also given.
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Posterior probabilities of lasses 0 and 2 on
two SOMs representing the same data, in the
Eu lidean (a-b) and the learning metri ( -d).
Figure 2:

3.3 Summary

To summarize, the omputation of a Self-Organizing
Map in the learning metri onsists of the following
steps:
1. Build estimates of the probabilities p( jx). Use
for example the Parzen or MDA2 estimates dis ussed
above.
2. Train the SOM by iterating the following steps: (a)
Sele t a sample x(t) and winner unit w(x(t)) by (6).
For Parzen and MDA2 models, use (10) to ompute
distan es. (b) Adapt model ve tors toward x(t) by (5).
If (10) is used for distan e al ulation, the omputational omplexity of the winner sele tion step be omes
O(NDI M NC (NU + NSOM )), where NDI M is the dimensionality of X, whereas for Eu lidean distan es it
is O(NDI M NSOM ). The omplexity of the adaptation
step is of ourse un hanged.
3.4 A Demonstration

Let us demonstrate the hange of metri by omputing
SOMs for a toy data set both in the Eu lidean metri
(SOM-E) and in the learning metri (SOM-L).
The primary data is evenly distributed within the unit
ube. The auxiliary data takes four values, from 0 to
3 . Their onditional distributions depend linearly on
the horizontal dimensions, but are indepedent of the
verti al dimension. That is, only the horizontal plane
is onsidered important|representing the verti al dimension just wastes resour es.
We trained the SOM-E and SOM-L to this data and
visualized the onditional distribution of the auxiliary
dis rete variable on the SOMs (Fig. 1). The distributions are smoother on the SOM-L, and the true unimodality of the distributions is parti ularly well visible.
By ontrast, the SOM-E displays give a false impression of bimodality for 2 . The reason for the di eren e
be omes apparent on e we take a look at the distribution of the model ve tors inside the ube (Fig. 2).

Proje tions of the model ve tors of the two
SOMs in Fig. 1. Left: SOM-E, right: SOM-L.

The SOM-E folds to represent the entire data distribution, while the SOM-L represents only the relevant
dimensions, as desired.
4 Case Study: Bankrupt y Analysis

In this se tion we apply the SOM and learning metri s to bankrupt y analysis. Bankrupt ies are widely
studied, for they have a tangible impa t on business
life. Most of the quantitative studies have aimed at
predi tion, the main approa hes being lassi ation
and probability estimation on the basis of the nan ial
statements given by the ompanies. A omplementary
approa h is the analysis of the e e ts of orporate behaviour on the bankrupt y risk. A qualitative work
was done by Argenti [10℄, and re ently the SOM has
been applied to this problem by Kiviluoto and Bergius
[11℄. Our resear h omplements their work by using
the ompany status (bankrupt or not) to build learning metri s for SOM training. Sin e the metri des ribes hanges in bankrupt y risk, the SOM should
emphasize the most interesting features of the nanial statements, i.e. those that ontribute lo ally to
the bankrupt ies.
4.1 Data

The data onsisted of nan ial statements from about
1500 Finnish ompanies. Multiple statements from different years were treated as independent samples; of all
the 6195 statements 158 on erned ompanies whi h
later ollapsed. 23 nan ial indi ators were extra ted
from the statements, in luding measures of growth,
pro tability and liquidity. The auxiliary variable indi ated whether the ompany went bankrupt within 3
years of the statement.
The data were randomly divided into an estimation set
and a test set of roughly equal sizes. For the estimation set, the Parzen estimate and the Gaussian mixture

4.2 Goodness measures

At least the following fa tors ontribute to the goodness of a learning metri SOM as a des ription of the
bankrupt y data:
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(3) Visualization quality, i.e., smoothness and organization. Here we will resort to visual omparisons.
4.3 Results

The test-set likelihoods for the probability estimators
and the SOMs were omputed over a wide range of
the parameter  that governs the smoothness of the
estimates. The likelihoods of the probability estimators approximately indi ate the best possible SOM
performan e, and a \model" always predi ting prior
bankrupt y probabilities served as a lower limit of useful results.
The a ura ies of SOMs in des ribing the test set are
shown in Fig. 3. As expe ted, the SOM-L performs
better than the SOM-E; the results are roughly equal
only for the Parzen estimator with very small  ; then
the estimates of the onditional probabilities are presumably very uneven, resulting in an uneven metri .
The a ura y di eren e between SOM-E and SOM-L
was statisti ally signi ant (p < 0:002; sign test for
the peaks of the a ura y urves with 10-fold rossvalidation).
Visually, the SOM-L displays were omparable or better than the SOM-E displays. Sample visualizations
of the data made by the SOM-L are shown in Fig. 4.
There is a novel kind of a display in luded, depi ting
the relevan e of a data variable at di erent lo ations
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(1) The quality of the probability estimate. In this
paper we will not measure this, and just resort to standard estimators.
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(2) The a ura y of the SOMs in representing the
bankrupt y risk. The SOM units an be regarded as
lo al probability estimators of their Voronoi regions by
assigning to them the estimated probabilities of the
auxiliary data at the point of the model ve tors. The
SOM as an estimator an then be evaluated by the onditional log-likelihood of the test data, estimated at the
winner unit lo ations:
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model (NU = 10) of the previous se tion were used to
ompute hexagonal SOMs of 2010 units in the learning metri s. A Eu lidean SOM of similar size was omputed for referen e.
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Figure 3:
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The a ura y (11) of SOM-Es and SOM-Ls in
representing bankrupt y risk. The p( jx) are
estimated by Gaussian kernels (top) and Gaussian mixtures with NU = 10 (bottom).

of the map. The relevan e rl (x) of the variable l at x
is omputed as the ontribution of the variable to the
distan e,
s
eT J(x)el
P l T
rl (x) =
;
(12)
em J(x)em
m
where el is the unit ve tor parallel to the axis orresponding to the lth input variable.

5 Dis ussion

In this paper, a novel approa h to data analysis is des ribed. A relevan e-indi ating signal is used to guide
distan e-based unsupervised learning methods to onentrate on relevant properties of data. Put in another
way, we have introdu ed a way to arry out \semisupervised" exploratory data analysis.
The metri of the data spa e is modi ed to measure relevant hanges in the data. As a ase study, we use the
resulting non-Eu lidean metri in the Self-Organizing
Map algorithm. The modi ed SOM method was applied to nan ial statements of enterprises, and the indi ator of whether the ompany went bankrupt or not
guided the analysis. The resulting SOM then des ribes
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SOM-L displays of the bankrupt y data. a Posterior bankrupt y probability, b empiri al ratio
of healthy to bankrupt ompanies, distribution and d relevan e of a pro tability indi ator. The hexagons orrespond to SOM units
and light shades denote high values.

only su h variation of the nan ial statements that orrelates with the bankrupt y sensitivity of the ompanies. The results were satisfa tory both qualitatively
and quantitatively in that the ompanies that later
went bankrupt be ame better separated on the learning
metri SOM, and the fa tors a e ting the bankrupt y
were well presented.
The goodness of the method depends on the estimator
used to approximate the relevan e-indi ating signal or
auxiliary data. We will later investigate the proper
hoi e of the estimator in more detail.
The method des ribed in this paper is a produ t of
a larger resear h proje t where the aim is to develop
learning metri methods for exploratory data analysis.
So far we have developed a related lustering method
and applied it to gene expression data [12℄ and text do uments [13℄. More details of the bankrupt y predi tion
appli ation des ribed in this paper are available in [3℄.
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